Building capacity for excellence in service
provision for people with disabilities

EPR 2018 Annual Conference

Mutual learning session
Inspiring practices from EPR members and beyond
Briefing note
Background
In line with its mission is to build the capacity of its members to provide sustainable, high quality services
through mutual learning, EPR strongly encourages participants of this year’s edition of the Annual Conference to
actively contribute and share inspiring practices with other key stakeholders in the disability and rehabilitation
fields.
This document provides information on how you can present during the Mutual learning sessions (11:00 12:30 on 21/09/2018).

Topics
Based on the inputs of the Annual Conference Committee and bearing in mind the main fields of work of the
EPR network, we welcome presentations on the following 6 themes:
Theme 1: Co-production
Theme 2: Vocational, Education and Training
Theme 3: Employment
Theme 4: Independent Living/ICT/AT
Theme 5: Mental Health
Theme 6: Quality in social services
What can I present?
Good practices, national/international projects, models, new programmes, training modules, technological
developments/tools, e-learning modules, apps or any other example you think will inspire others to improve
their work and/or promote the full inclusion of people with disabilities in society.
Format
You can decide between one of two formats:
A) Workshop setting (up to 4 presenters for each Theme)
You will have up to 15/20 minutes to present, you can use a PowerPoint Presentation. The session will be
organised in a dedicated room for your selected Theme. An open discussion between all presenters and the
audience (30min) will close the session. You will receive guidelines to prepare your presentation.

Audience: to ensure a minimum level of exchange and interaction, thematic Workshop sessions will be
organised starting from a minim of 10 participants (including presenters).
IMPORTANT: please be aware that your presentation will be confirmed before the end of August and you may be asked
to present in a speed-dating format in case there are not enough participants for your preferred thematic workshop.
B) Speed-dating setting
You will have up to 10 minutes to present to a small audience around a table in the main room of the
conference. After your presentation, there are 15 minutes for questions and discussion with the group. There
will be 3 presentation sessions in this setting. Depending on the number of speed-dating presentations
received, you may be asked to present twice but we will ensure you can have time to be a participant of other
speed-dating presentations too.
You will receive guidelines to prepare your presentation.

Practical information
To be able to participate in the sessions, please share the following details before 31/07/2018:
1)Theme (Co-production/ Vocational Education and Training/ Employment/ Independent Living, ICT/AT/
Mental Health/ Quality in social services).
2) Preferred Format (Workshop/ Speed-dating)
3) Title of the practice
4) Brief description of the practice (150 words max including challenge addressed, success factors,
impact – expected or measured)
5) Your Name / Organisation / Position / email
You can either share this information
A) Online: AC 2018 Mutual Learning Form
B) by email: to Mirko Miceli mmiceli@epr.eu (body of the email or with an attachment)
Your submission may be evaluated by the EPR staff in consultation with the Annual Conference Committee
and/or other experts prior to approval for the session. You will be notified about the approval within 2 weeks
from the date of submission.

Registration as presenter
In order to register as presenter, please tick the box “I wish to present during the mutual learning
session” in the AC 2018 Registration form.

Questions?
Please feel free to contact Mirko Miceli mmiceli@epr.eu.

